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Meaning in Western Architecture
Exploring the international spread of 'cloning spaces' such as theme parks, shopping malls and revamped historic areas,
this detailed examination of these new 'invented' places analyses their impact upon society's environmental perception.
Drawing on a range of international studies, the book illustrates how such invented places can both be perceived as
legitimate urban spaces, and contribute towards the quality of life in today's cities.

Architecture and Narrative
Surveys the ways in which man has symbolized his search for order in his environment through architecture in such
cultures as ancient Egypt and modern America

Atmospheres: Aesthetics of Emotional Spaces
Dwelling, Place and Environment
Attempts to develop a theory of understanding architecture in concrete, existential terms, following the guidelines of
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Heidegger

Genius Loci
Phenomenology, Architecture and the Built World is an introduction to phenomenological philosophy through an analysis of
the phenomenon of the built world as an embodiment of human understanding. It aims to establish the value of
phenomenological description in establishing the philosophical importance of architecture.

Architecture
The papers presented in this volume range from proposals for new design approaches, historical analysis of the relationship
between the practice of landscape architecture and environmentalism, to the theories of early practitioners of landscape
architecture imbued by an environmentalist outlook. The issues above are addressed through topics as eclectic as the
design of American zoos, the establishment of the Tennessee Valley Authority, road design and maintenance in Texas, and
criticism of relationships between the words and works of select landscape architects. This volume provides a fresh
approach to encounters between environmentalism and landscape architecture by reframing the issues through selfreflection instead of strategic debate.

Body, Memory, and Architecture
The Connected City
This new volume in the GCI's Readings in Conservation series brings together a selection of seminal writings on the
conservation of historic cities. This book, the eighth in the Getty Conservation Institute’s Readings in Conservation series,
fills a significant gap in the published literature on urban conservation. This topic is distinct from both heritage conservation
and urban planning despite the recent growth of urbanism worldwide, no single volume has presented a comprehensive
selection of these important writings until now. This anthology, profusely illustrated throughout, is organized into eight
parts, covering such subjects as geographic diversity, reactions to the transformation of traditional cities, reading the
historic city, the search for contextual continuities, the search for values, and the challenges of sustainability. With more
than sixty-five texts, ranging from early polemics by Victor Hugo and John Ruskin to a generous selection of recent
scholarship, this book thoroughly addresses regions around the globe. Each reading is introduced by short prefatory
remarks explaining the rationale for its selection and the principal matters covered. The book will serve as an easy
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reference for administrators, professionals, teachers, and students faced with the day-to-day challenges confronting the
historic city under siege by rampant development.

Archispeak
Poor governance is increasingly recognized as the greatest impediment to economic development in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Currently, some impressive governance reforms are underway in many countries. This includes cases such as Nigeria –
formerly the most corrupt country in the world according to Transparency International. Yet other countries such as Chad
are still in reform deadlock. To account for these differences, this book examines governance reform in Sub-Saharan Africa
based on an analysis of international and domestic pressures and counter-pressures. It develops a four phase model
explaining why governance reforms advance in some instances, whilst in others governance reforms stagnate or even
relapse. No study has sought to systematically examine the political forces, both international and domestic, behind the
successful conduct of governance reform in Sub-Saharan Africa. Yet, coordination, collaboration and mutual support
between international and domestic actors is critical to push individual governments onto the path of reform. This book
shows that while international and domestic pro-reform pressures are important, an analysis of anti-reform pressures is also
necessary to explain incomplete or failed reform. The main theoretical arguments are structured around four hypotheses.
The hypotheses are theoretically generated and tested over four case studies – Madagascar, Kenya, Nigeria and Chad. On
this basis, the good governance socialization process is inductively developed in the concluding chapter. This model
illustrates how governance practices can evolve positively and negatively in all countries of Sub-Saharan Africa, based on
the nature and relative strength of international and domestic pressures and counter-pressures.

The Idea of Phenomenology
This book sheds light on the contemporary status of phenomenological discourse in architecture and investigates its current
scholastic as well as practical position. Starting with a concise introduction to the philosophical grounds of phenomenology
from the points of view of Husserl, Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger, it presents a critical reading of the works of some leading
figures of architectural phenomenology in both theory and practice, such as Christian Norberg-Schultz, Kenneth Frampton,
Juhani Pallasmaa, and Steven Holl. Highlighting the main challenges of the current phenomenological discourse in
architecture, this book formulates a more articulated method of 'phenomenological interpretation' – dubbed 'phenomenal
phenomenology' − as a new and innovative method of interpreting the built environment. Finally, using Tadao Ando's
Langen Foundation Museum as a case study, it investigates the architect's contribution to phenomenological discourse,
interprets and analyzes the Museum building using the new heuristic method, and thus provides a clear example of its
applicability. By introducing a clear, articulated, and practical method of interpretation, this book is of interest to academics
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and students analyzing and studying architecture and the built environment at various scales.

Creating Sensory Spaces
The legacy of Canadian architecture grows out of the landscape, a landscape that is mythic in its scale and power. Up north,
architecture rarely competes with the awe-inspiring forces of nature. It digs into the side of a hill or a mountain, or it rises
up to match the temper of the land. In Canada, there is an unabashed intimacy between architecture and landscape.How do
award-winning Canadian architects continue to distinguish themselves in the world`s hyper-market of design? By doing
what theyve been doing since the 1940s: making meaningful, authentic sense of modernism. The award-winning
architecture that Canadians are producing today is not a concoction brewed up to suit the globalized aesthetic of design. It
belongs to a legacy of intelligence in architecture that began on the West Coast: human-scaled, finely crafted architecture
that heightened the sense of place. Over the past several decades, the best Canadian architects have developed a modern
design language that never abandoned a strong sense of place. Original analysis and insights are drawn from the author`s
extensive experience as the national architecture critic and her in-depth interviews with the gurus of Canadian architecture:
Frank Gehry, Eberhard Zeidler, Raymond Moriyama, as well as the younger superstars such as Bruce Kuwabara, the Patkaus
and Shim-Sutcliffe Architects.

Existence, Space and Architecture
A timely overview of the pioneering work of the acclaimed Irish architectural practice Dublin-based Grafton Architects
(founded by Yvonne Farrell and Shelley McNamara in 1978) has built up an impressive body of work over its 40-year history,
ranging from houses in Ireland to public buildings in Italy, France, the UK, and Peru. In this long-overdue study, respected
architectural writer and critic Robert McCarter presents 60 of Grafton's built and unbuilt projects and brings to light their
principled and ethical approach, which is committed to making a profound difference to the lives of their buildings' users.

Child Care Design Guide
More than a decade in the making, this is a textbook of architecture rich with design techniques and useful for every
architect whether a first-year students or experienced practicing architects. The book teaches the reader how to design by
adapting to human needs and sensibilities, yet independently of any particular style. It explains much of what people
instinctively know about architecture, and puts that knowledge for the first time in a concise, understandable form. There
has not been such a book treating the very essence of architecture. Preface by the Prince of Wales
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Souto de Moura
Architecture’s Historical Turn traces the hidden history of architectural phenomenology, a movement that reflected a key
turning point in the early phases of postmodernism and a legitimating source for those architects who first dared to
confront history as an intellectual problem and not merely as a stylistic question.Jorge Otero-Pailos shows how architectural
phenomenology radically transformed how architects engaged, theorized, and produced history. In the first critical
intellectual account of the movement, Otero-Pailos discusses the contributions of leading members, including Jean Labatut,
Charles Moore, Christian Norberg-Schulz, and Kenneth Frampton. For architects maturing after World War II, Otero-Pailos
contends, architectural history was a problem rather than a given. Paradoxically, their awareness of modernism’s historicity
led some of them to search for an ahistorical experiential constant that might underpin all architectural expression. They
drew from phenomenology, exploring the work of Bachelard, Merleau-Ponty, Heidegger, and Ricoeur, which they translated
for architectural audiences. Initially, the concept that experience could be a timeless architectural language provided a
unifying intellectual basis for the stylistic pluralism that characterized postmodernism. It helped give theory—especially the
theory of architectural history—a new importance over practice. However, as Otero-Pailos makes clear, architectural
phenomenologists could not accept the idea of theory as an end in itself. In the mid-1980s they were caught in the
contradictory and untenable position of having to formulate their own demotion of theory.Otero-Pailos reveals how,
ultimately, the rise of architectural phenomenology played a crucial double role in the rise of postmodernism, creating the
antimodern specter of a historical consciousness and offering the modern notion of essential experience as the means to
defeat it.

Modern Norwegian Architecture
Creating Sensory Spaces celebrates spaces enlivened with sensual richness and provides you with the knowledge and tools
necessary to create them. Drawing on numerous built case studies in ten countries and illustrated with over 85 full color
images, the book presents a new framework for the design of sensory spaces including light, color, temperature, smell,
sound, and touch. Bridging across disciplines of architecture, engineering, phenomenology and perceptual psychology, this
book informs the design of buildings and neighborhoods that reclaim the role of the body and all the senses in creating
memorable experiences of place and belonging.

Architecture's Historical Turn
Phenomenology, Architecture and the Built World
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"I look beyond solution; I look for an expression."--Eduardo Souto de Moura The architect Eduardo Souto de Moura (b. 1952)
has won many accolades, including the 2011 Pritzker Architecture Prize. Based in Porto, Souto de Moura studied under
Fernando Távora and worked under fellow Portuguese architect Álvaro Siza, with whom he continues to collaborate. Souto
de Moura established his own practice in 1980, and his wide-ranging influences, including Mies van der Rohe and Donald
Judd, can be seen in the stunning variety of his work, from his acclaimed private houses, to the striking Paula Rego Museum
in Cascais and the Braga Municipal Stadium, to his work in historical contexts such as the Convento das Bernardas in Tavira.
This beautifully illustrated retrospective provides the most comprehensive account of Souto de Moura's career to date.
Drawings, notes and sketches from his archive, and newly commissioned photographs complement essays by scholars and
prominent architects that trace Souto de Moura's career, contextualize his work within the larger trends of contemporary
international architectural culture, and highlight the originality of his design strategy.

The Concept of Dwelling
A-Z's for designing superior day care facilities Virtually unknown 30 years ago, daycare has become a growth industry. Child
Care Design Guide helps architects and designers plan, design, and renovate functional, developmentally rich, pleasing
centers. Author Anita Rui Olds brings to this work over 25 years of design experience with children's facilities. She gives you
step-by-step explanations of interior and exterior layout and design principles fleshed out in clarifying case studies. You
learn about licensing and code requirements, operational standards and strategies, and get helpful checklists, charts and
graphs for optimum facility design within time, space, and budgetary constraints. This highly visual work features over 300
floor plans for infant and toddler, preschool, and afterschool spaces, plus areas for outdoor play and more.

Metaphysics, Facticity, Interpretation
The Connected City explores how thinking about networks helps make sense of modern cities: what they are, how they
work, and where they are headed. Cities and urban life can be examined as networks, and these urban networks can be
examined at many different levels. The book focuses on three levels of urban networks: micro, meso, and macro. These
levels build upon one another, and require distinctive analytical approaches that make it possible to consider different types
of questions. At one extreme, micro-urban networks focus on the networks that exist within cities, like the social
relationships among neighbors that generate a sense of community and belonging. At the opposite extreme, macro-urban
networks focus on networks between cities, like the web of nonstop airline flights that make face-to-face business meetings
possible. This book contains three major sections organized by the level of analysis and scale of network. Throughout these
sections, when a new methodological concept is introduced, a separate ‘method note’ provides a brief and accessible
introduction to the practical issues of using networks in research. What makes this book unique is that it synthesizes the
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insights and tools of the multiple scales of urban networks, and integrates the theory and method of network analysis.

Governance Reform in Africa
This encyclopedia presents phenomenological thought and the phenomenological movement within philosophy and within
more than a score of other disciplines on a level accessible to professional colleagues of other orientations as well as to
advanced undergraduate and graduate students. Entries average 3,000 words. In practically all cases, they include lists of
works "For Further Study." The Introduction briefly chronicles the changing phenomenological agenda and compares
phenomenology with other 20th Century movements. The 166 entries are a baut matters of seven sorts: ( 1) the faur broad
tendencies and periods within the phenomenological movement; (2) twenty-three national traditions ofphenomenology; (3)
twenty-two philosophical sub-disciplines, including those referred to with the formula "the philosophy of x"; (4)
phenomenological tendencies within twenty-one non-philosophical dis ciplines; (5) forty major phenomenological topics; (6)
twenty-eight leading phenomenological figures; and (7) twenty-seven non-phenomenological figures and movements
ofinteresting sim ilarities and differences with phenomenology. Conventions Concern ing persons, years ofbirth and death
are given upon first mention in an entry ofthe names of deceased non-phenomenologists. The names of persons believed
tobe phenomenologists and also, for cross-referencing purposes, the titles of other entries are printed entirely in SMALL
CAPITAL letters, also upon first mention. In addition, all words thus occurring in all small capital letters are listed in the
index with the numbers of all pages on which they occur. To facilitate indexing, Chinese, Hungarian, and Japanese names
have been re-arranged so that the personal name precedes the family name.

The Enclosed Garden
Originally published in Italian in 2010, this book is the first to address the theory of atmospheres in a thorough and
systematic way. It examines the role of atmospheres in daily life, and defines their main characteristics. Outlining the
typical phenomenological situations in which we experience atmospheres, it assesses their impact on contemporary
aesthetics. It puts forward a philosophical approach which systematises a constellation of affects and climates, finds
patterns in the emotional tones of different spaces (affordances) and assesses their impact on the felt body. It also critically
discusses the spatial turn invoked by several of the social sciences, and argues that there is a need for a non-psychologistic
rethinking of the philosophy of emotions. It provides a history of the term 'atmosphere' and of the concepts anticipating its
meaning (genius loci, aura, Stimmung, numinous, emotional design and ambiance), and examines the main ontological
characteristics of atmospheres and their principal phenomenological characteristics. It concludes by showing how
atmospheres affect our emotions, our bodies' reactions, our state of mind and, as a result, our behaviour and judgments.
Griffero assesses how atmospheres are more effective than we have been rationally willing to admit, and to what extent
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traditional aesthetics, unilaterally oriented towards art, has underestimated this truth.

Architect Knows Best
Genius Loci
For the privileged a cosmopolitan pleasure ground; For the desperate a port of last resort. A pot of gold at the end of an
Oriental rainbow; A thick slice of hell denounced from the pulpit. A place to find fame, or to seek anonymity; Rogues,
chancers, showgirls, criminals For so many people from so many lands, there was one phrase that sent a shiver of
anticipation down every spine: "DESTINATION SHANGHAI"

Destination Shanghai
3 same lecture he characterizes the phenomenology of knowledge, more specifically, as the "theory of the essence of the
pure phenomenon of knowing" (see below, p. 36). Such a phenomenology would advance the "critique of knowledge," in
which the problem of knowledge is clearly formulated and the possibility of knowledge rigorously secured. It is important to
realize, however, that in these lectures Husserl will not enact, pursue, or develop a phenomenological critique of
knowledge, even though he opens with a trenchant statement of the problem of knowledge that such a critique would
solve. Rather, he seeks here only to secure the possibility of a phe nomenological critique of knowledge; that is, he
attempts to secure the possibility of the knowledge of the possibility of knowledge, not the possibil ity of knowledge in
general (see below, pp. 37-39). Thus the work before us is not phenomenological in the straightforward sense, but pre
phenomenological: it sets out to identify and satisfy the epistemic require ments of the phenomenological critique of
knowledge, not to carry out that critique itself. To keep these two levels of theoretical inquiry distinct, I will call the level
that deals with the problem of the possibility of knowledge the "critical level"; the level that deals with the problem of the
possibility of the knowledge of the possibility of knowledge the "meta-criticallevel.

Nightlands
A Theory of Architecture
'It achieves what it set out to do- explaining in ordinary language to ordinary people just how relationships work.' -Sun
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Genius loci
The essays collected in the present volume introduce the reader to the phenomenological work done in the Nordic countries
today. The material is organized under three general headings: metaphysics, facticity, and interpretation. The volume is of
interest to researchers and students working in the areas of epistemology and ontology as well as philosophy of language,
history, and intersubjectivity.

Water and Architecture
Examines the inherent meaning and language of architecture, and analyzes the representative works of Baroque, modern,
and post-modern architecture

Grafton Architects
Architecture is a manifestation of the environment in which it is placed, observes distinguished architect and theoretician
Christian Norberg-Schulz. A simple enough observation, but one that becomes subtle and nuanced in this landmark book
that attempts to define, for the first time, what Nordic building really is. Exploring the ways built experience "takes place",
Norberg-Schulz charts the distinctive character of land and climate that distinguishes the architectural traditions of
Denmark, Sweden, Finland, and Norway from each other and from those to the south. While each of these countries might
be said to share regional traits, Norberg-Schulz identifies differences (the cultivated and closely detailed landscape and
architecture of Denmark, the dramatic, structured forms of Norway) that allow him to account for the way individual Nordic
architectures evolved.

Architectural Positions
themes among the essays resurface and resonate. Though our request for essays was broad and open-ended, we found
that topics such as seeing, authenticity, interpretation, wholeness, care, and dwelling ran as undercur rents throughout. Our
major hope is that each essay plays a part in revealing a larger whole of meaning which says much about a more humane
relation ship with places, environments and the earth as our home. Part I. Beginnings and directions At the start, we
recognize the tremendous debt this volume owes to philosopher Martin Heidegger (1890-1976), whose ontological
excavations into the nature of human existence and meaning provide the philosophical foundations for many of the essays,
particularly those in Part I of the volume. Above all else, Heidegger was regarded by his students and colleagues as a
master teacher. He not only thought deeply but was also able to show others how to think and to question. Since he,
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perhaps more than anyone else in this century, provides the instruction for dOing a phenomenology and hermeneutic of
humanity's existential situation, he is seminal for phenomenological and hermeneutical research in the environmental disci
plines. He presents in his writings what conventional scholarly work, especially the scientific approach, lacks; he helps us to
evoke and under stand things through a method that allows them to come forth as they are; he provides a new way to
speak about and care for our human nature and environment.

Encyclopedia of Phenomenology
The structure that Norberg-Schulz has fashioned is surely one of the most impressive intellectual edifices that any architect
has ever produced.

Families and how to Survive Them
Traces the significance of the human body in architecture from its early place as the divine organizing principle to its
present near elimination

Intentions in Architecture
Towards an Articulated Phenomenological Interpretation of Architecture
Architecture is often seen as the art of a thinking mind that arranges, organizes and establishes relationships between the
parts and the whole. It is also seen as the art of designing spaces, which we experience through movement and use.
Conceptual ordering, spatial and social narrative are fundamental to the ways in which buildings are shaped, used and
perceived. Examining and exploring the ways in which these three dimensions interact in the design and life of buildings,
this intriguing book will be of use to anyone with an interest in the theory of architecture and architecture's relationship to
the cultural human environment.

Christian Norberg-Schulz’s Interpretation of Heidegger’s Philosophy
Christian Norberg-Schulz’s Interpretation of Heidegger’s Philosophy investigates the theoretical contribution of the worldrenowned Norwegian architectural theorist Christian Norberg-Schulz (1926 – 2000) and considers his architectural
interpretation of the writings of German philosopher Martin Heidegger. Though widely recognised as providing the most
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comprehensive reading of Heideggerian philosophy through the lens of architecture, this book argues that Norberg-Schulz
neglected one of the key aspects of the philosopher’s contributions: the temporal nature of being-in-the-world as care. The
undeveloped architectural implications of the ontological concept of care in his work prevented the fruition of his ultimate
aim, transforming the ‘art of place’ into an ‘art of living’. This book seeks to realign Norberg-Schulz’s understanding of time
as continuity and change to present a holistic approach grounded in Heidegger’s phenomenological philosophy;
architecture as art of care. Aimed at academics and scholars in architectural theory, history and philosophy, Christian
Norberg-Schulz’s Interpretation of Heidegger’s Philosophy surveys the implications and significance of the theorist’s works
on architectural criticism in the late 20th century.

Historic Cities
This is a book on human dwelling. The word 'dwelling' here means something more than having a roof over our head and a
certain number of square feet. It means to meet outher for exchange of products, ideas and feelings ; it means to come to
an agreement with others ; it means to be oneself, having a small chosen world of our own.

Environmentalism in Landscape Architecture
Widely used in architectural circles in the heat of discussion, the recurrent use of particular words and terms has evolved
into a language of design jargon. Commonly found in architectural literature and journalism, in critical design debate and
especially in student project reviews, Archispeak can seem insular and perplexing to others and -- particularly to the new
architectural student -- often incomprehensible. There is a need to translate architectural design concepts into spoken and
written commentary -- each word in use embodying a precise and universally accepted architectural meaning. If we explore
the vocabulary of this language we gain insight into good design practice and into collective understanding of what
constitutes a refined architecture. This unique illustrated guide will help students understand the nuances of this specialized
language and help them in communicating their own design ideas.

Up North
Heidegger's Hut
"This is the most thorough architectural 'crit' of a hut ever set down, the justification for which is that the hut was the
setting in which Martin Heidegger wrote phenomenological texts that became touchstones for late-twentieth-century
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architectural theory." -- from the foreword by Simon Sadler Beginning in the summer of 1922, philosopher Martin Heidegger
(1889-1976) occupied a small, three-room cabin in the Black Forest Mountains of southern Germany. He called it "die
H�tte" ("the hut"). Over the years, Heidegger worked on many of his most famous writings in this cabin, from his early
lectures to his last enigmatic texts. He claimed an intellectual and emotional intimacy with the building and its
surroundings, and even suggested that the landscape expressed itself through him, almost without agency. In Heidegger's
Hut, Adam Sharr explores this intense relationship of thought, place, and person. Heidegger's mountain hut has been an
object of fascination for many, including architects interested in his writings about "dwelling" and "place." Sharr's account -the first substantive investigation of the building and Heidegger's life there -- reminds us that, in approaching Heidegger's
writings, it is important to consider the circumstances in which the philosopher, as he himself said, felt "transported" into
the work's "own rhythm." Indeed, Heidegger's apparent abdication of agency and tendency toward romanticism seem
especially significant in light of his troubling involvement with the Nazi regime in the early 1930s. Sharr draws on original
research, including interviews with Heidegger's relatives, as well as on written accounts of the hut by Heidegger and his
visitors. The book's evocative photographs include scenic and architectural views taken by the author and many remarkable
images of a septuagenarian Heidegger in the hut taken by the photojournalist Digne Meller-Markovicz. There are many
ways to interpret Heidegger's hut -- as the site of heroic confrontation between philosopher and existence; as the petit
bourgeois escape of a misguided romantic; as a place overshadowed by fascism; or as an entirely unremarkable little
building. Heidegger's Hut does not argue for any one reading, but guides readers toward their own possible interpretations
of the importance of "die H�tte."

Rethinking the Meaning of Place
The idea that buildings could be used to reform human behaviour and improve society was fundamental to the 'modernist'
architecture and planning of people like Walter Gropius, Le Corbusier and José Luis Sert in the first half of the 20th century.
Their proposals for functional zoning, multi-level transport, high-rise living, and machine-inspired aesthetics came under
attack from the 1950s onwards, and many alternative approaches to architecture and planning emerged. It was thought
that the environmental determinist strand of the discourse was killed off at this time as well. This book argues that it was
not, but on the contrary, that it has deepened and diversified. Many of the most prominent architect-planners continue to
design with a view to improving the behaviour of individual people and of society at large. By looking at - and interviewing major figures and movements of recent years in Britain, Europe and America, including Léon Krier, Peter Eisenman, Andrés
Duany, Jane Jacobs, Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, it demonstrates the myriad ways that architect-planners seek
to shape human behaviour through buildings. In doing so, the book raises awareness of this strand within the discourse and
examines its different purposes and manifestations. It questions whether it is an ineradicable and beneficial part of
architecture and planning, or a regrettable throwback to a more authoritarian phase, discusses why is it seldom
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acknowledged directly and whether it could be handled more responsibly and with greater understanding. Richards does
not provide any simple solutions but in conclusion, is critical of architect-planners who abuse the rhetoric of social reform
simply to leverage their attempts to secure building commissions, while being more sympathetic towards those who appear
to have a sincere desire to improve society through their buildings.
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